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Part II. Submission of information
In submitting information, kindly provide the following information on one or more of the 12 trends
and issues in synthetic biology as follows:

1. Trend and issue in synthetic biology chosen
Use of synthetic biology in wild organisms in the context of resilience in threatened species

2. Potential positive and potential negative impacts on the three objectives of the Convention

a. Conservation of biological diversity
If organisms derived from synthetic biology are introduced to persist and propagate withing natural 
populations it would mean genetic engineering of the ‘germline of biodiversity’, with the risk of 
disrupting existing ecosystems and their future evolutionary dynamics. As the examples of the 
chestnut tree and corals show (Testbiotech 2021), the introduced Synbio organisms may become a 
source of further destabilization of the threatened species. 

b. Sustainable use of its components

c. Fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources

3. Potential gaps or challenges for risk asssessment, risk management and regulation, 
including availability of tools for detection, identification and monitoring

The biological characteristics of the original GE organisms produced in the lab and tested under 
controlled conditions, cannot be regarded as sufficient to predict all relevant effects that can emerge 
in the next generations, and in interaction with the receiving environments (Bauer-Panskus et al., 
2020; Koller et al., 2023). 

The requirement to demonstrate ‘spatio-temporal controllability’ should be introduced  into 
environmental risk assessment as cut-off criteria: If spatio-temporal controllability is not 
demonstrated, the organisms cannot be released into the environment (Then et al., 2020).



4. Additional relevant considerations (e.g., socioeconomic, ethical, cultural, human health, 
intellectual property, liability and redress, IPLCs, public engagement, among others)

5. Timeframe to commercialization or release into the environment

6. Potential linkages to the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework and potential
contribution to other internationally relevant goals and targets
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